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About Gallup
Gallup delivers forward-thinking research, analytics, and advice to help leaders solve their most pressing problems. Combining more
than 75 years of experience with its global reach, Gallup knows more about the attitudes and behaviors of the world’s constituents,
employees, and customers than any other organization.
Gallup consultants help private and public sector organizations boost organic growth through measurement tools, strategic advice,
and education. Gallup’s 2,000 professionals deliver services at client organizations, through the Web, and in nearly 40 offices around
the world.
Gallup News reports empirical evidence about the world’s 7 billion citizens based on Gallup’s continuous polling in 160 countries.
The Gallup Business Journal provides hard-hitting articles and insights aimed at helping executives improve business outcomes based
on Gallup’s experience boosting companies’ performance.
Gallup also offers books with groundbreaking research on business, leadership, wellbeing, and politics, as well as coursework on the
factors that drive individual and organizational performance.
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Our Brand
Brand Attributes: We strive to build on and reinforce the following qualities that exist throughout our organization. These qualities,
which help us fulfill our mission and purpose, are our brand attributes.
Global
We are global in our presence and impact. Our focus on solving the world’s foremost problems means our clients
benefit from working with top experts — not just on a particular topic or subject, but also in their particular
country, region, industry, and marketplace. Combining our people’s knowledge and our company’s science, we
provide our clients with real solutions to their most pressing problems.
Inquisitive
We are driven by intense intellectual curiosity to understand everything about the human condition. Our core
science, at which we are the best in the world, is asking a person a question, recording the answer, analyzing the
information, and then improving the world based on what we learn.
Scientific
We are an enterprise that acquires, builds, and organizes our knowledge by employing only accepted and rigorous
research methods. As the global leader in behavioral economic research, our audiences expect us to use goldstandard methodologies in all our research endeavors.
Experienced
We are extremely experienced in helping clients around the world identify and solve their biggest problems. The
considerable experience amassed by Gallup consultants and scientists in researching and advising on a host of
behavioral economic issues serves to position them as top experts in their field.
Trustworthy
We always act with integrity and transparency. Constituencies who place their trust in us can be confident we will
never betray it. We only propose solutions we can prove our clients need, and never propose solutions they don’t.
Powerful
Our experts bring impact, insight, intuition, and proven methodologies to solve the world’s most complex and
important problems. The solutions we offer our clients are backed by our considerable expertise in behavioral
economics combined with a thorough investigation and understanding of their unique situations and challenges.
Copyright © 2013 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. Gallup® is a trademark of Gallup, Inc.
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Message From Our CEO

Today’s CEOs and world leaders face brutal new challenges.
Great CEOs used to be masters of acquisitions, lean management, and allocation of assets and capital.
That won’t work anymore. Bluntly, these skills no longer differentiate the best chief executives from
the worst.
Today, the new demand of every CEO is authentic customer growth.
Gallup helps companies achieve this growth with the Gallup Microeconomic Path for organizations
— a mathematical description of the role human nature plays in almost everything related to growing a
customer base. Our consultants build customer- and employee-based operating systems that transform
companies into customer growth machines.
Smart executives know that the most desirable growth comes from getting more business from current
customers. But even some of the smartest haven’t grasped this basic insight: Customer growth is
determined by the relationship a customer has with a company’s employees. And that relationship
is determined by the relationship those employees have with their manager — and that manager’s
relationship to the organization.
Mastering the emotional link between customers and employees, and between employees and their
managers, is what drives Gallup’s strategies for achieving authentic customer growth.
Government leaders face urgent new demands, too.
The best presidents and prime ministers were once masters of two things: security and politics. Now,
nothing matters but job creation and quality GDP growth.
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Here’s a big Gallup discovery: Everyone in the world wants a good job. And good jobs only emerge in
countries where entrepreneurship thrives.
The reason leaders fail to deliver on this new demand for good jobs is that they’re relying on old, worn-out
economic systems that measure things like GDP, birth rates, death rates, and unemployment, but don’t
measure crucial dimensions like citizens’ wellbeing or state of mind. Leaders are great at tracking what
citizens buy and where they work, but don’t have a clue what they think or what they want.
Gallup’s best world-leader clients use the Gallup Macroeconomic Path for societies, which audits and
analyzes the role human nature plays in everything that determines a nation’s human development.
Gallup analysts assess each country’s indicators to provide recommendations for policies and strategies to
improve job creation, wellbeing, and boost quality GDP growth.
If you’re a chief executive who wants to run your company differently — with a new operating system
that drives real customer growth — or a world leader who wants to run your nation differently — with an
operating system that drives job creation, wellbeing, and quality GDP growth — now is the right time to
contact Gallup.

Jim Clifton
Chairman and CEO
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MODELS FOR GROWTH:
Capitalize on the role
human behavior plays
in everything

A microeconomic model for optimizing your organization
The Gallup Microeconomic Path is a framework for harnessing human potential to accelerate your company’s performance. Our
consultants leverage their knowledge of this path to help you address the right steps in the right order, improving the way your
organization operates.
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1

Identify Strengths to optimize every employee.
The best-led organizations know that the most direct path to individual, team, and organizational
improvement begins with a primary investment in their employees’ greatest talents. The key is to discover
what’s naturally right with people, then build on it.

2

The Right Fit is your organization’s engine for growth.
Finding and keeping the right people has an enormous effect on your organization’s financial
performance. To drive success, you must select people who have the potential to be top performers. That
potential is based in each individual’s talents.

3

Great Managers ensure your organization’s prosperity.
Building a world-class executive leadership pipeline is essential to navigating the uncertainties of
today’s global economy. Leaders at every level must capitalize on what makes them strong instead of
trying to repair what makes them weak.

4

Engaged Employees are a leading indicator of financial performance.
The world’s top-performing organizations understand that employee engagement is a force that
drives performance outcomes. Engaged employees are more productive, more profitable, more customerfocused, safer, and more likely to withstand temptations to leave.

5

Engaged Customers unleash your organization’s potential for growth.
Engaged customers buy more, spend more, return more often, and stay longer. Developing and
implementing a strategy for optimizing your customer relationships gives you an edge over competitors
and boosts your position in the marketplace.

6

Sustainable Growth comes from growing your base of engaged customers.
Organizations that expand their base of engaged customers can achieve real and sustainable growth.
Improvement on key metrics — such as revenue per store, revenue per product, or number of services
used per customer — results in robust and long-lasting increases to a company’s revenue stream.

7

Real Profit Increase can only be driven by real, long-term growth.
Only sustained profit increase from normal operations provides the market gains executives and
shareholders desire. When an organization fully engages its employees and customers, it gains the best
opportunities to achieve and sustain real profit increases.

8

Stock Increase is achieved by consistently and systematically capitalizing on human potential.
When a company improves the key behavioral economic factors it can control — such as selecting
the right employees, engaging employees and customers, or developing employee strengths — the
organization’s market value is dramatically affected.
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A macroeconomic model for successful societies
The Gallup Macroeconomic Path highlights the link between every resident’s individual contribution and the overall success of a
community or country. Our global network of researchers and analysts employ their knowledge of this path to construct surveys,
collect data, and provide strategic advice based on the results.
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1

Law and Order provide the foundation for every society.
Respondents’ sense of personal security and the incidence of crime gauge the level of security

residents perceive for themselves and their families.

2

Food and Shelter are basic needs for every individual.
Each individual’s access to food and shelter serves as an effective summary measure of the

prevalence of poverty in a group, country, or region.

3

Institutions and Infrastructure are critical to forward progress.
Residents’ confidence in key institutions, such as the military, the judicial system, and the
national government, indicate the strength and stability of a community. This dimension also evaluates
infrastructure, including roads, education, and healthcare.

4

Good Jobs are what the world’s residents want most.
The availability of full-time formal jobs correlates with higher wellbeing. Perceptions of the job climate

and entrepreneurial spirit also provide a strong indicator of economic energy.

5

Wellbeing results from a strong foundation and sets the stage for higher levels of
performance.
Work, social networks, personal economics, personal health, and citizen engagement are all
interconnected elements that contribute to health, happiness, and productivity.

6

Brain Gain positions a society to truly thrive.
A city’s or country’s ability to attract and retain talented people whose exceptional gifts and

knowledge create new business and new jobs is critical to improving that city’s or country’s economy.

7

Quality GDP Growth is a key traditional economic indicator of success.
Quality GDP growth reflects sustainable growth in a city’s or country’s overall economic output.
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Global research
infrastructure
No one knows more about the world’s constituents, employees, and customers
Gallup has spent more than 75 years studying how people think and behave. We have the world’s best research methods and are
continually surveying around the globe.
Gallup tracks indicators in 160 countries
We’re monitoring and analyzing the subtle shifts in attitudes and behaviors taking place every day. Our World Poll provides
continuous tracking of more than 100 core indicators, with endless opportunities for custom research.
Our research puts you ahead of the curve, providing unique, timely, accurate intelligence about the world’s 7 billion people.

Countries where Gallup surveys
Gallup office locations

Gallup services government and corporate clients worldwide
Gallup operates hubs in more than 20 countries helping clients worldwide to identify and execute strategies proven to improve
performance. Our consultants draw upon our research and models for growth to help organizations achieve higher levels
of performance.
Our research has the power to transform your business — both inside and out.
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GALLUP’S STRATEGIC
CONSULTING SERVICES

Leaders lead differently when they
know what Gallup knows
Employee Selection
Strengths-Based Development
Performance Coaching
Leadership Development
Employee Engagement
Customer Engagement
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Employee Selection
Your company makes crucial decisions every day about employee selection — decisions that directly
increase or diminish your organization’s financial performance. The people you recruit, hire, develop, and
promote all have a profound impact on your company’s growth, so it is essential to make each of these
decisions count.
Gallup can help your company develop an integrated human capital strategy designed to ensure you
make better selection decisions at every level within the organization. Our approach will help you
systematically evaluate potential and predict performance at each stage of an employee’s career, from
hiring to onboarding to promotion and succession planning.

The Role of Talent
When it comes to the selection process, the key to consistently hiring and promoting top performers who
can help your company grow depends on attracting and selecting candidates with the most potential —
the right talent — to succeed in the role. Gallup has the expertise to help companies understand what
talent is and learn how to attract it, measure it, retain it, and grow it. To increase your company’s financial
performance, it is vital to raise the bar on the overall level of talent you are recruiting, selecting, and
promoting throughout your organization.
As an industry leader in developing innovative, talent-based solutions that radically improve the way
organizations source, select, and develop the best employees, Gallup has refined our research-based
approach over three decades of work with hundreds of successful organizations across a broad range of
industries. We can help your company:
•• Pinpoint which new candidates and existing employees are more likely to meet job performance
expectations.
•• Reduce the number of poor hires and miscast promotions — potentially increasing customer
engagement, brand image, and reputation.
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Companies that partner with Gallup to
establish talent-based attraction, selection,
onboarding, and succession planning
practices gain an overwhelming competitive
advantage in the quest for top talent.

•• Accelerate ramp-up time and reduce interruption to workflow.
•• Ensure that your selection processes are legally defensible and scientifically sound.
•• Positively influence crucial business outcomes, including profitability, productivity, wellbeing, safety,
and turnover.
The stakes are too high to not factor talent into the selection equation. Poor selection decisions can do
tremendous damage to your company’s bottom line.

A Systematic Approach
Gallup researchers have spent decades studying talent — naturally recurring patterns of thought, feeling,
and behavior that can be productively applied — and have discovered it to be a powerful predictor
of a company’s future performance. Through decades of rigorous exploration, Gallup has developed
a scientifically based system for attracting, identifying, and selecting the right fit by measuring and
evaluating the talents of top performers in the role. We learned that top performers in any role exhibit
similar talents that naturally equip them to excel in that particular area. Their thought processes,
communication styles, and behaviors set them apart from average and poor performers.
Gallup will work closely with your organization to understand the talents that contribute to outstanding
performance within the framework of your company’s culture. Our consultants identify the talents that
lead to success in a given role and then help leaders put into place an attraction, selection, and onboarding
strategy with supporting processes and systems to find, develop, and promote more employees like your
very best. The right talents for excellence in any particular role are specific and rare. Therefore, companies
that partner with Gallup to establish talent-based attraction, selection, onboarding, and succession
planning practices gain an overwhelming competitive advantage in the quest for top talent.
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Attraction: Bringing in Talented Applicants
Applicants look for different things in a job. Companies must create distinct, targeted recruitment
strategies to draw the right people for the right roles. To attract the best applicants and bring top talent
onboard, leaders must understand what draws people to their company within different applicant pools
and, further, what compels those people to apply. Bringing in the right applicants for each role will
ultimately make your company more productive, effective, and profitable.
To attract the right applicants, Gallup works with clients to help them quantify and distill all the
attributes, characteristics, and benefits that make the workplace experience at your company unique. We
help clients discover what specific aspects of the branding message attract top talent for each position
within the company.
Employment Branding — Gallup can help your company assess whether the brand perceived by
your applicants is the one you intended to communicate and can help you realign your messaging to
increase the effectiveness of your recruiting efforts.
Recruitment Strategy — Do you know where your most talented applicants are coming from?
Gallup can help you identify the most valuable pools of individuals to target when recruiting by
assessing your past applicant talent and performance data.
Applicant Engagement — Your hiring process represents your brand. Gallup partners with
clients to ensure candidates experience a smooth, seamless process that leaves them with a positive
impression of your organization.

Selection: Measuring the
Potential for Excellence
Our research shows that talent, skill, knowledge, and experience are the most important factors
to measure when hiring a candidate. Most organizations spend a lot of time and money evaluating
skills, knowledge, and experience, but they often overlook talent — the most important component to
predicting performance.
Gallup’s integrated solutions are designed to help your company accurately and efficiently evaluate
candidates to find the right talent for the role. Gallup researchers work with your company to identify
and address your unique selection challenges and determine which selection tool(s) will best meet your
objectives and goals.
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more than

5Million

people have completed a Gallup selection assessment

Gallup offers custom-designed and standardized selection assessments to help companies ensure they select
the people with the right talent for the right roles:
Custom-Designed Talent Assessments — We design customized talent assessments by studying
the demands of the role as well as the top performers in that role to clearly understand the talents that
drive their success. The result is a fully validated selection assessment specifically aligned with the
client’s business strategy, recruiting, technological capabilities, management practices, and cultural
expectations.
Standardized Talent Assessments — We also offer deeply researched standardized assessment
tools that help clients fill high-volume positions with greater consistency and efficiency. These
assessments were created using performance metrics and a definition of excellence specific to the
role the assessment is designed to assess. They are fully developed and ready to use for positions that
are virtually the same from company to company, such as consultative sales, managers, and support
services.
Our selection assessments streamline and strengthen your company’s entire hiring process. Our approach
improves diversity and removes bias, increases productivity and performance ratings, and enhances
customer and employee engagement.
Gallup’s selection expertise is unparalleled. We have worked with more than 500 clients in various
industries throughout the world. More than 5 million people have completed a Gallup selection
assessment, and our instruments are available in more than two dozen languages. Our robust talent-based
consulting database includes more nearly 12,000 proven selection items/questions. We deliver results —
often in real time — in reports that are comprehensive, yet easy to understand.
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Onboarding: Setting the Stage for Success
A structured, comprehensive onboarding process is essential for your organization to create a positive
workplace experience for new employees. An effective onboarding program shows new hires that their
company is committed to investing in their growth and development, and it provides them with a
genuine sense of belonging. Gallup can help your organization’s hiring managers develop an onboarding
program that enhances new hires’ wellbeing, engagement, and overall performance.
Gallup’s onboarding approach:
•• Fosters strong, collaborative relationships between each new employee and his or her manager and
team members.
•• Deepens new employees’ awareness of their unique talents and how to maximize these talents to
develop strengths within the role.
•• Allows new employees to quickly acclimate to the company’s culture, policies, and expectations.
•• Sets specific standards for success, so managers can accurately measure new employees’
performance and establish a strengths-based development plan for each.
Gallup customizes the program to your company’s employment brand and recruitment strategy, and you can
choose from a variety of training modules to tailor a program that fits your organization’s specific needs.
Extending far beyond where traditional orientation programs leave off, Gallup’s onboarding approach
helps hiring managers fully integrate their new employees into the company, the department, the team,
and the role. This in-depth, talent-driven approach ensures that new employees get up to speed on
everything they need to know to accelerate their performance at your company, and it ensures that your
organization gets the most out of every employee you hire.
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Succession Planning: Building Your
Company’s Bench Strength
A succession plan that works is a core requirement for every company’s survival, ensuring stability and
longevity no matter what unforeseen circumstances occur. Gallup can help your company develop a
dynamic leadership succession plan in a scientific and systematic way, and adapt it as people move in and
out of roles.
A complete succession plan evaluates growth and possible leadership potential in your employees and
helps you chart their career development. For some employees, this involves preparing them to take on
added responsibilities in their present roles. For others, it means putting them on track for promotions to
management and leadership roles. For executives, it means thinking about the entire organization within
the framework of succession planning.
Gallup has developed considerable expertise in engineering leadership succession plans that work, and we
have learned that the most important decisions executives make is who they name as leader and manager at
all levels of the company. Gallup helps organizations with succession planning by:
1. Introducing broad-based objective performance measures within the company.
2. Using effective talent assessments for career development, planning, and promotions.
3. Researching breakthrough experiences for success.
4. Conducting targeted leadership development.
By partnering with Gallup on succession planning, you will upgrade the engagement of every employee
within your organization while uncovering your company’s leadership team strengths and exposing its
weaknesses. When you start with talent and build an effective succession plan, you will strengthen the
company with every move you make.
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Strengths-Based Development
Decades of Gallup research have proven that when employees refine their natural talents to develop them
into strengths and are given the opportunity to do what they do best every day, the effect on individual,
team, and organizational performance is powerful. The problem, however, is that most people aren’t able
to accurately identify their own strengths and therefore can’t intentionally use them.
To help organizations worldwide harness the power of strengths, Gallup created the Clifton
StrengthsFinder, an assessment that helps people discover and describe their talents.

About the Clifton StrengthsFinder
By revealing the ways in which each unique individual most naturally thinks, feels, and behaves, the
Clifton StrengthsFinder helps people discover and build on the areas in which they have the most
potential to grow and succeed. This 30-minute online assessment is available in more than 25 languages
and has initiated the development of individuals across hundreds of roles — from top business executives
and managers, to salespeople, nurses, teachers, students, and pastors — in various industries and cultures
around the world.
The Clifton StrengthsFinder assessment consists of a series of paired-comparison statements from which
the participant chooses a preference. Respondents have 20 seconds to choose their response to each
question to ensure that the top-of-mind response is captured as the Clifton StrengthsFinder measures the
presence of talent in 34 areas called “themes.”
After completing the assessment, respondents receive a report as indicated by their responses to the
assessment, showing them the areas where they can shine if they work toward adding the skills,
knowledge, and practice required to build their talents into strengths. Descriptions of the talents
associated with each of the themes are included, as are suggestions for maximizing and developing those
talents.
To date, nearly 9 million people worldwide have taken the Clifton StrengthsFinder assessment and
received valuable insight into their top talents.
Copyright © 2013 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. Gallup® is a trademark of Gallup, Inc.
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Using the Clifton StrengthsFinder
to Drive Performance
Taking the Clifton StrengthsFinder solves one key issue — identifying an individual’s talents — but there
is more work to be done to develop one’s natural talents into true strengths. Just because employees take an
assessment, doesn’t mean that they will be able to use their talents effectively in the workplace. Feedback
after the assessment and integration of strengths principles into onboarding and other individual, team,
and leadership development opportunities is vital.
Gallup consultants can help organizations form a comprehensive strategy for creating and maintaining
a strengths-based approach to development that best fits their individual culture and needs. This
strategy includes:
•• individual consultations with employees, managers, and leaders
•• strengths team performance coaching sessions
•• manager training programs
•• customized e-learning programs
•• certification of designated employees as a Strengths Coaches

Benefits of the Clifton StrengthsFinder:
•• applies to all individuals, regardless of the positions that they hold
•• helps people discover and understand their greatest talents — the ways in which they most
naturally think, feel, and behave as unique individuals
•• promotes growth and top performance based on what each individual and team naturally does best
•• provides a common language and conceptual framework through which individuals and teams can
more fully develop, perform, and partner
•• cultivates a positive culture focused on talent discovery and strengths

Becoming a Strengths-Based Organization
Without help, many of us wouldn’t necessarily know what our talents are, and understanding how to
maximize them could remain a secret, even from ourselves. The Clifton StrengthsFinder, when used
as the foundation of a larger strengths-based development platform, provides individuals, teams, and
organizations the self-awareness and insights they need to achieve greater performance and outcomes.
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Performance Coaching
At the core of any organizational improvement is the need to develop and grow the individuals who
comprise an organization. For this reason, Gallup often partners with its client to provide various
learning opportunities for associates, managers, and leaders, often in the form of individual coaching
sessions or series. Through dialogue with a Gallup coach, an employee is led through the process of
self-discovery and then challenged to find ways to leverage their unique strengths in their role. Goals
for these sessions are as varied as the types of consulting Gallup provides clients, but can include driving
individual performance, improving partnerships, building engaged and effective teams, and better
servicing customers. Typical requests from clients include helping them drive customer satisfaction,
navigating a merger or acquisition, improving employee engagement, managing conflict, developing
high-potential leaders, and assisting with large change management initiatives.

Coaching Tools
Gallup coaches often use various types of reports and/or metrics in their sessions, depending upon the
organizational goals and expected outcomes for the coaching experience. Whether the report discussed
is an employee’s Clifton StrengthsFinder results or a Gallup selection assessment, both types of report
provide an individual with a general understanding of their areas of strength and weakness. From there,
coaches can examine various performance indicators, if available, to determine strengths-based strategies
for driving improvement. Sources of performance data might include:
•• employee engagement scores
•• scores from an assessment of internal customer engagement
•• customer engagement scores
•• 360 data
•• other performance scorecards or metrics

Copyright © 2013 Gallup, Inc. All rights reserved. Gallup® is a trademark of Gallup, Inc.
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Individual Sessions
Individual coaching sessions can be arranged with a certified Gallup talent consultant who is able to help
an individual understand his or her strengths and design strategies for leveraging those strengths more in
his or her role. Many times the sessions will also include discussion of necessary systems or complementary
partnerships to account for areas of potential weakness. In cases where there are recurring coaching
sessions with a certified Gallup coach, it is possible to even further help individuals apply what they
learn about themselves to improve performance and drive business outcomes. As in any type of learning
situation, time and practice are critical to change. Therefore, Gallup coaches often join managers and
leaders on a coaching journey that can extend up to a year and beyond. Over that time, learner and coach
will explore new strategies for professional growth and business success.

Team Sessions
Gallup coaches are also called upon to facilitate team learning sessions in which the collective strengths
and areas of weakness for a team are explored and used to build strategies for success. In many cases it
is discovered that groups are not achieving their full potential due to common misunderstandings, poor
relationships, or lack of clarity around team expectations and goals. These group coaching sessions are
useful for breaking through such barriers, building a common understanding of one another’s strengths,
and developing strategies to manage potential areas of weakness while leveraging the collective strength of
the team.
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Leadership Development
Gallup has studied leadership — more than 50,000 leaders in more than 200 organizations — for
more than 40 years, resulting in a research-based model of what it takes to lead a successful enterprise.
When we use the term “enterprise leadership,” Gallup is not studying and quantifying just any type of
leadership. Gallup’s goal is to help its clients find and develop people who are uniquely suited to run
their business — because how your organization selects and develops its leadership team will affect your
business’ future growth and provide it a distinct competitive advantage.

Identifying Leaders: The Gallup
Leadership Suite
Most organizations make decisions about leadership team development, individual development, and
succession planning that are inconsistent, highly subjective, or do not take into account the differences
between leadership roles. These cursory decisions can result in a leadership team with an imbalance in the
range and depth of talent that the organization needs to run effectively.
Gallup takes a different approach with its Leadership Suite, a group of predictive interviews that
identify the talents needed to succeed in four enterprise leadership roles. Gallup’s approach offers a
systematic, research-based method of leadership development and succession planning based on our deep
understanding of enterprise leadership. The Gallup Leadership Suite combines a predictive, structured,
and validated set of interviews with consulting on talent, experience, and performance factors.
The Gallup Leadership Suite includes four interviews that create an objective view of talent potential for
four key leadership roles. Success in each leadership role — executive, senior, people, and operational —
requires a unique set of attributes. These attributes are not the result of practice or learning; rather, they
are inherent, abiding patterns of thought, feeling, and behavior that, if correctly identified and cultivated,
are the foundation of success in a role.
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Gallup designed the suite’s interviews to reveal whether a person possesses these attributes and how
easy or difficult the role’s responsibilities will be for him or her. A highly trained Gallup consultant uses
each interview to objectively evaluate a broad range of necessary leadership talent compared with the
characteristics of high-performing leaders in each of the four enterprise leadership roles. Gallup reports the
interview results in a quantifiable manner.
While the overall score is the most predictive indicator of his or her potential for excellence in the role,
the candidate’s or incumbent’s interview report provides information that also aids in the person’s growth
and development.

Expanding and Leveraging Key Experiences
Once you have identified a group of high-potential leaders through the objective assessments, performance
metrics, and other ratings, the next step is to provide intentional developmental experiences to help them
grow. This process starts by conducting interviews with leaders in your company who are already stars. You
must study this group extensively to determine what experiences accelerated their growth into leadership
roles in your company.
The product of these interviews will be a set of key experiences you will recommend for high-speed
development of high-potential leaders. Here are a few examples of breakthrough experiences discovered in
some organizations:
•• managing others early in a professional career
•• attending a formal leadership development program
•• having profit and loss experience/accountability for a division or business unit
•• taking on international leadership assignments
•• having a strong mentor
These are just a few examples, and they can vary greatly by company. The key is to study these
experiences objectively to determine which ones have the most powerful impact on a company’s culture
and performance.
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Leadership Coaching and Consulting
Talent and developmental experiences are two important ingredients in the making of a leader. To then
drive excellence, there needs to be the right support and development in the form of coaching. Leaders
need to be able to learn from their experiences, to process what they are learning, and to plan their next
steps toward growth. They need to be understood, encouraged, challenged, and even directed at times to
fully leverage the talent and experience they possess.
Coaching is vital to unlocking each leader’s natural strengths, creativity, and resourcefulness. As highly
trained talent analysts, Gallup’s executive coaches provide leaders with unbiased, candid feedback and
an objective perspective that executives can use to produce organizational results. Top leadership and
management professionals benefit from performance coaching when they are starting new assignments,
re-evaluating professional or life choices, or feeling the need for personal or professional breakthroughs.
Building on a foundation provided by our performance strategy models and tools, an executive coach
tailors his or her approach to the individual leader’s or manager’s needs, developing personal and
professional solutions and strategies that fit each individual.

Developing Leadership Excellence
Gallup designed its leadership development process to help organizations identify the developmental
steps that will enhance each leader’s capability in his or her particular role. An organization’s managers
— in collaboration with Gallup consultants — can integrate what they learn about each leader into plans
that help develop a person’s areas of greatest potential. Managers can also use a leader’s profile to coach
a person on developing his or her leadership talents and building complementary partnerships with
other team members. Gallup coaches can assist a leader in their developmental journey from first being
identified as a high-potential leader to stepping into a key leadership role and driving organizational
growth and performance
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Employee Engagement

Leaders often say their organization’s greatest asset is its people — but in reality, this is only true when
employees are fully engaged in their jobs. The world’s top performing organizations understand that
an engaged workforce drives productivity, profitability, and value to their organization and customers.
Gallup’s research also shows that companies with engaged workforces have higher earnings per share
(EPS) and seem to have recovered from the recession at a faster rate. With over 30 years of research
covering more than 25 million employees around the world, Gallup has refined an approach to driving
employee engagement that is simple, predictive of performance, and actionable at both the local and
enterprise level.

HOW GALLUP MEASURES EMPLOYEE ENGAGEMENT
Gallup measures employee engagement based on employee responses to its Q12 survey, which consists of
12 actionable workplace elements with proven links to performance outcomes. To identify these elements,
Gallup spent years conducting thousands of interviews at every level of various organizations, across
many industries, and in several countries. Since Gallup finalized the Q12 question wording in the late
1990s, the survey has been administered to more than 25 million employees in 189 different countries
and 69 languages. The following items are those that emerged from Gallup’s pioneering research as the
best predictors of employee and workgroup performance.
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Gallup’s Q12

01

I know what is
expected of me at
work.

02

I have the materials
and equipment I need
to do my work right.

03

At work, I have the
opportunity to do what
I do best every day.

04
05
06

07

In the last seven
days, I have received
recognition or praise
for doing good work.
My supervisor, or
someone at work,
seems to care about
me as a person.
There is someone at
work who encourages
my development.

08
09
10
11
12

At work, my opinions
seem to count.

The mission or purpose
of my company makes
me feel my job is
important.
My associates or
fellow employees are
committed to doing
quality work.
I have a best friend at
work.

In the last six months,
someone at work has
talked to me about my
progress.
This last year, I have
had opportunities to
learn and grow.

The Q12 items are protected by copyright of Gallup, Inc., 1993-1998. All rights reserved.
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These 12 items aren’t just survey questions, they’re management principles that leaders at all levels can
use to not only measure performance, but also to manage and improve it. Many organizations persist
in measuring performance by the wrong standard — using unsubstantiated or ineffective metrics that
ultimately lead nowhere. When leaders work with Gallup to measure and manage employee engagement
at their companies, they can be confident that the Q12 is backed by years of empirical research and used by
some of the world’s leading organizations.

The Power of Engagement
In 2012, Gallup conducted its eighth meta-analysis on the Q12 using 263 research studies across 192
organizations in 49 industries and 34 countries. Within each study, Gallup researchers statistically
calculated the business unit level relationship between employee engagement and the performance
outcomes that the organization supplied. Researchers studied 49,928 business units, including nearly
1.4 million employees. This eighth iteration of the meta-analysis further confirmed the well-established
connection between employee engagement and nine performance outcomes:
-37

Absenteeism
TURNOVER

-25

High-Turnover Orgs.
-65

Low-Turnover Orgs.

-28

Shrinkage
-48

Safety Incidents
Patient Safety Incidents

-41

Quality Defects

-41

10

Customer

21

Productivity

22

Profitability

-80%

-70%

-60%

-50%

-40%

-30%

-20%

-10%

0%

10%

Gallup knows of no other company that backs its employee engagement survey with such
extensive research.
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20%

30%

Taking Engagement to the Next Level
After the first Q12 administration, Gallup generates a baseline reading of an organization’s employee
engagement level and provides customized tools and analysis to help leaders take the necessary next steps.
After all, measurement without targeted action is useless. Moreover, if employers do not follow up on
engagement results, employees’ disengagement may actually increase. By consistently tracking Q12 results
from year to year and developing the right data-based interventions to promote growth and achieve
organizational goals, employers will ensure that their workforce is meeting its potential and maximizing
its performance outcomes.
In addition, Gallup has researched and developed empirical indexes to help organizations strategically
pinpoint and improve specific areas of focus that are important to their current situation. By using one or
more of these indexes in conjunction with the Q12 metric, leaders have another tool with which to capture
more of their organization’s engagement story. These indexes include:
•• Accountability

•• Innovation

•• Change Management

•• Nursing

•• Brand Ambassador

•• Leadership

•• Collaboration

•• Patient Experience

•• Communication

•• Strengths Orientation

•• Customer Orientation

•• Supervisor Effectiveness

•• Ethics

•• Values

•• Hope

•• Wellbeing Culture

•• Inclusiveness

•• World Class

Gallup also conducted research on more than 70 topic areas to address the wide range of issues
organizations confront. Beyond asking the right questions, leaders must also have focused discussions
during which data-driven decisions can occur. In-depth strategy sessions for leaders and managers are
available for each index to help optimize company performance on specific business issues. Together,
these indexes and interventions provide a flexible, targeted approach to addressing any organization’s
specific engagement needs.
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Getting Results
While Gallup’s research shows that the engagement of the U.S. workforce is stagnant — currently
only 30% of American workers are engaged — organizations that Gallup partners with on employee
engagement strategies are not.
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Gallup’s clients achieve substantial increases in employee engagement allowing them to not only survive
tough economic conditions, but in many cases to thrive and outpace their competition. Factors such as
EPS, profitability, productivity, and customer ratings are all key indicators in determining an organization’s
health and its potential for growth. For leaders who are responsible for these outcomes, the research plainly
shows that the Q12 is more than just another human resources initiative; it is the best measurement tool
for initiating company-wide transformation to create sustainable growth. By intentionally focusing on
measuring and managing employee engagement using Gallup’s Q12 metric, companies gain a competitive
advantage that keeps them moving forward.
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Customer Engagement
The world’s leading organizations find a way to win, regardless of the economic conditions in which they
operate. They understand a simple fact: When organizations engage their customers they outperform
organizations that do not.
Gallup’s research across hundreds of organizations in many industries shows that fully engaged customers
buy more, stay with you longer, and are more profitable than average customers — in good economic times
and bad.

Driving Business Performance
by Engaging Customers
Customers who are fully engaged represent an average 23% premium in terms of share of wallet,
profitability, revenue, and relationship growth over the average customer. Actively disengaged customers
represent a 13% discount on the same measures.

Indexed Performance (Average = 100)
123

Fully Engaged
107

Engaged
99

Not Engaged
87

Actively Disengaged

100
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Only 30% of human
decisions and behaviors
are actually driven by
rational considerations

Across organizations and industries — whether business-to-business or business-to-consumer — the
CE11, Gallup’s customer engagement metric, has consistently demonstrated a powerful link to key
business outcomes.

How Gallup Measures Customer Engagement
To develop a customer engagement metric that is both simple and powerful, Gallup leveraged the
emerging science of behavioral economics, led by notable scientists such as Nobel Prize winner Daniel
Kahneman, Richard Thaler, Robert Shiller, Angus Deaton, George Loewenstein, and many others who
theorize that only 30% of human decisions and behaviors are actually driven by rational considerations.
For customers, feelings are facts. And any metric that does not account for this aspect of human nature is
fundamentally flawed.
Leveraging the principles of behavioral economics, Gallup developed a customer engagement metric by
starting with an exhaustive set of potential questions drawn from prior surveys and academic research into
the psychology of human emotions. We asked customers in different product and service categories to rate
their current or most-often-used provider on a list of 11 questions that consistently showed linkages to
key business performance metrics. Gallup calls this final metric the CE11. In addition to the CE11, Gallup
asks customers a series of customized, industry-specific, driver questions. These additional questions
give organizations even greater insight into how to engage customers and can translate into very specific,
coachable behaviors for your people.
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The Four Types of Customers
Using the CEmetric, Gallup is able to categorize customers into four distinct groups:

1
2
3
4

Fully engaged customers, who are emotionally attached and rationally loyal;
they are your most valuable customers.
Engaged customers, who are beginning to feel the stirrings of emotional
engagement.
Disengaged customers, who are emotionally attached and rationally neutral.
Actively disengaged customers, who are emotionally detached and actively
antagonistic.

Only 23% of customers are full engaged according to Gallup’s 2012 database, meaning that most
organizations are leaving money on the table and missing the lucrative advantages of customer
engagement.

Customer Engagement Levels: Gallup’s 2012 CE11 Database

18%
30%

23%
29%
Fully Engaged

Engaged

Not Engaged
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Actively Disengaged

Transforming Customer Relationships
Gallup can help your organization measure customer engagement, but even more importantly, we can also
help you manage and improve it. Our approach enables you to:
•• measure and analyze your brand, customer, and organizational performance;
•• diagnose your key issues; and
•• use actionable insights to intervene and drive change.
While partnering with many of the world’s best organizations, Gallup has observed that world-class
organizations make customer engagement a priority by focusing on the following:
•• Emotional Attachment — Customers are not strictly rational; your most profitable customers have
strong emotional bonds with your organization. Those bonds must be honored and strengthened.
•• Moving Beyond Satisfaction — Focusing on creating highly satisfied customers is a one-way ticket
to mediocrity and poor business results. Simply satisfying customers is not enough.
•• Key Touchpoints — Every time customers interact with your organization, they either become a
little more or a little less engaged, but they never stay the same. As the old saying goes, “You can
never step into the same river twice.”

•• Brand Alignment — No organization has a single unified “brand.” There are as many “brands” as
there are customer touchpoints. All must be measured and managed.
•• Local Variation — Strong customer relationships cannot be managed solely from the center; they
must be managed locally. Everyone is responsible for the customer experience.
Driving world-class customer engagement and business performance requires dedicated leaders, great
managers, and engaged employees. It also requires organizations to optimize employee behavior at every
customer encounter.
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When organizations successfully engage their
customers and their employees, they experience a

240%

boost in performance-related business outcomes
compared with an organization with neither
engaged employees nor engaged customers.

HumanSigma: Optimizing the EmployeeCustomer Encounter
The moment an employee connects emotionally with a customer is a source of untapped power, one that
has profound implications for a company’s productivity and profitability. When organizations know how to
prepare front-line employees to make the most of these moments, they engage customers — who in turn
spend more, visit more often, resist competitive overtures, promote the brand to others, and forgive the
occasional service blunder. Companies drive real growth by empowering employees to do what is right in
their customers’ eyes.
Gallup’s HumanSigma approach is a framework companies can use to align employee engagement and
customer engagement to optimize business outcomes. Based on research conducted with 10 million
employees and 10 million customers worldwide, the HumanSigma approach combines a proven method for
assessing the employee-customer encounter with an actionable process for improving it.
The HumanSigma framework consists of Gallup’s Q12 employee engagement and CE11 customer

engagement items. Integrating them amplifies their revenue-producing results by aligning an engaged
workforce with your customers’ emotional needs.
When Gallup researchers studied the effects of combining customer and employee engagement, they found
that in workgroups with engaged employees serving engaged customers, the result was more than the sum
of its parts. When organizations successfully engage their customers and their employees, they experience a
240% boost in performance-related business outcomes compared with an organization with neither engaged
employees nor engaged customers. Organizations that only maximize one or the other can experience
growth in the short run, but they will not be able to sustain it over the medium- to long-term horizons,
unless they align engagement with their employees and customers.
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Change That Drives Outcomes
Transformation does not occur instantaneously. It takes a lot of energy and effort to initiate change, and
it takes even more energy to build on that momentum. It takes focused attention to drive engagement.
Gallup partners with organizations to systematically improve customer engagement using proven
interventions at the local, transactional level and at the enterprise-wide, transformational level, giving your
organization a competitive edge.
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APPLYING
BEHAVIORAL ECONOMICS

At Gallup, our goal is to take the discoveries made within the academic discipline of behavioral economics
and apply them to management and business problems. That is, we develop tools and methods to measure
and manage both the rational and irrational elements of human nature with the aim of driving business
success. Thus, for Gallup, applied behavioral economics is the mathematical description of the role
human nature plays in just about ... everything. This definition spans the full spectrum of issues, from
how customers and employees create real growth for organizations, to how citizens and institutions build
stable and viable societies.
Our work with organizations worldwide has led us to the conclusion that every company has enormous
— but largely untapped — potential for breakthrough improvements in employee productivity, customer
retention, and real growth and profitability by understanding and leveraging how human nature drives
business performance. This unrealized potential represents an internal economy with its own unique
set of rules and dynamics — an emotional economy — that can be measured and managed to improve
business performance.
Gallup’s applied behavioral economics approach starts by accepting our human nature and capitalizing on
it to select and position employees, manage and motivate them, accelerate their development, and unleash
innovation and productivity, all to ultimately engage the emotions of your most valuable asset — your
customers.

To win customers — and a bigger share of the marketplace — companies must first win the
hearts and minds of their employees. If you are a business leader serious about implementing
proven strategies for growth at your organization, contact Sarah Van Allen at 202-715-3152 or
at sarah_van_allen@gallup.com
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